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W. A. Coppel [l, p. 58] uses a "measure" p defined on square ma-

trices by p[A] =limft_+0 (| 1+hA | — l)/h in order to obtain a bound

for solutions to the linear differential equation y' =Ay. This paper ex-

tends this result to a Volterra-Stieltjes integral equation

y(x) = 1 + f dF-y

where Pis of bounded variation on each bounded subinterval and the

integral is the Cauchy right integral. Initial value problems of this

type have been investigated by J. S. MacNerney and others. See [4]

for references.

Notations and definitions are similar to those in [3] and we indicate

them here. Let 5 denote the set of real numbers and R a complete

normed algebra over the real field with norm | • | and unity 1 such

that | 11 =1. The algebra of real numbers will be considered as a sub-

algebra of P. A function B from SXS into R is said to be order-addi-

tive (respectively, order-multiplicative) if (x, z) is in SXS and

x^ySz or xs^ys^z, then P(x, y)+B(y, z)=B(x, z) (respectively,

B(x, y) -B(y, z) =B(x, z)). Let OA+ be the set of all order-additive

functions from SXS into the nonnegative real numbers and OM+ be

the set of all order-multiplicative functions from SXS into the real

numbers not less than one. Let OA be the set of all order-additive

functions Ffrom 5X5 into P for which there is an a in OA+such that

| V\ fia, and letOM be the set of all order-multiplicative functions W

from SXS into P for which there is a v in OM+ such that | W—1\

^v — 1. The set OB shall consist of all functions Pfrom 5 into R such

that dF is in OA—where dF(x, y) is defined to be F(y) — F(x). Note

that P is in OB if and only if P is of bounded variation on each

bounded subinterval of 5.

If (a, b) is in SXS, then (tp)™ is a subdivision of (a, b) if to = a, tn = b

and tv-x = tv or tp-x = tp according to whether a^b or a>b. If h is a

function from SXS to R, then a^2b &~X)' h= 2" h(tp-x, tp) and

aHb ^~ITf h~ ITi h(tp-x, tp) and the limit is in the sense of refine-
ments of subdivisions. For each a in OA+, V in OA and (a, b) in 5X5

let £+[a](a, b)=aUb [l+a] and &[V](a, b) =aH» [l + V]. Mac-
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Nerney [3, Theorems 2.2, 3.3, and 4.2] shows that S+ is a bijection

from OA+ into OM+, 8 is a bijection from OA to OM and for each P

in R and a in 5 there is a unique £7 in OB such that

£/(z) = P+ (R) f   V-U

for each z in 5. Furthermore, U(z)=S.[V](z, a)-P. (R)J°V- U is ap-

proximated by Z* F(<„_i, tp) • U(tp) where (tP)n is a subdivision of

(z, a).

Using the techniques of Coppel [l, p. 3] one can show that for each

4 in A,

p[A] =   lim-
ft->+0 h

exists. Furthermore, (see [l, p. 41] and references cited there) if 4

and B are in R, then p [rA ] = rp [A ] for each positive real number r,

\p[A]\ ^\A\,p[A+B]^p[A]+p[B] and \p[A]-p[B]\ ^|4-P|.
Definition. For each 4 in A let exp(4) = Zo° A"/(p\).

Lemma I. If A is in R, then

(i) p[A]=limh^+o (\exp(hA)\ -l)/h,
(ii)  | exp(4)| ^exp(p[A]), and

(iii) l+hp[A]g:\l+hA\ ^l+hp[A]+2(exp(h\A\)-l-h\A\)
for each h^0. In particular, if 2h\A\ :£ 1,

| 1 + A4|   ^ 1 + hp[A] + 4h2\ A\2.

Indication of proof. If 2/s|4|^l, then \exp(hA) — l—hA\

^2h2\ A |2 and (i) follows immediately. By (i), for each €>0 there is

an integer ra^l such that  |(|exp(4/«)| — l)n— p[A]\ <e. Hence,

| exp (A) | g  | exp (A/n) \" = [l + (([ exp (A/n) | — l)n)/n]n

^ [1 + (p[A] + e)/n]» fS exp (M[4]) + e-exp (2 | p[A] \ + e)

and (ii) follows. If 0<k<h, then (\l+kA\ -l)/k^(\ l+hA\ -l)/h
which shows that l+hp[A ] ̂  | 1+hA \. Furthermore, if h^O, then

p[hA]=hp[A]^h\A\ so

x

| 1 + hA |   g  | exp(hA) |   + Z hP \ A \p/(p\)
2

g exp(p[hA]) + (exp(k \ A \) - 1 - h \ A \)

and (iii) follows.
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Lemma 2. Suppose that V is in OA, a is in OA+ such that \ V\ ga,

and (a, b) is in SXS. Then whenever lis a subdivision of (a, b) and s is

a refinement of I, Et u[V] g E»m[F] ga(a, b), so that a^,b p[V]

exists.

Lemma 3. Let V be in OA, (a, b) in SXS and a in OA+ such that

| F| ga, then

(i) if there is a subdivision (tp)" of (a, b) such that a(tp-lt ^P) g 5 g 1/2

for each 1 g p g w, then

£(|l + V|   - 1)- Zm[F] I g45a(a, b),

(ii) for each 5>0 there is a subdivision (up)" of (a, b) such that if

up-x<x^y<up or up-x>x~^y>up, then a(x, y) go, and

(iii) for each x in S and each e>0, there is a 5>0 such that if x<y

gx + 5, then a(y, x + 5) ge, and if x>y^x —5, then a(x — d, y) ge.

Indication of proof. By using part (iii) of Lemma 1,

Z(|l + F|  -1)-Em[F]   ^I4|7(ug|s
t i i

and (i) follows. Both (ii) and (iii) are true since a can be uniformly

approximated by step functions on bounded subintervals of 5.

Theorem 1. Suppose that V is in OA and (a, b) is in SXS, then

€E6 (11 + V| -1) exists.

Indication of proof. Suppose that a<b, e is a positive number

less than 1/2, and a is in OA+ such that | V\ ga. By (ii) and (iii) of

Lemma 3, there is a subdivision (up)" of (a, b) and sequences (xp)" and

(yp)"so that if lgpgw,

1. up-x<Xp<yp<up and a(xp,yp) ^e,

2. if up-x<z^xp, then a(z, xp) ^e/n, and

3. if y„gz<wP, then a(yp, z)ge/w.

By Lemma 2, for each 1 gpgw, there is a subdivision sp of (xp, y,,)

such that if t is a refinement of sp, then | E« p[F]— E»p m[F]| ge/w.

Let (s(<z))C be a subdivision of (a, b) whose range equals the union of

the range of u and the range of sp for each lgpgw. We see that

E (I 1 + ^1   -D = T,{\i + V(up-1,xp)\   -1
1 1   \

+ E (11 + *1 - i) + I! + ̂ (yp. **) I - 4 •
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Suppose that (tq)g is a refinement of 5. We can estimate

| Z< (11 + F| —1) — Z«(| 1 + F| —1)| by comparing the differences
in each of the intervals [up-i, xp], [xp, yp] and [yp, up] for 1 gpgw.

Let lgpgw and suppose that qi and q2 are integers such that up-i

= t(qx) <t(qi + l) and t(q2) =xp. In the interval [uP-x, xP] we have the

estimate

Z [| 1 + V(t(k - 1), t(k)) |  - 1] - (| 1 + V(up_i, xp) |  - 1)
«i+i

g  | 1 + V(Up-x, t(qi +l))\   -  | 1 + V(up-h xp) |   + a(t(qi + 1), xp)

g 2a(t(qx + 1), XP)

g 2e/».

A similar estimate holds in the interval \yp, up]. Now suppose qi and

q% are integers such that t(qx) =xp and t(q2) =yp and let r be the sub-

division of (xp, yp) such that r(k) =t(qt+k) for each 0g£gg2 — qx.

By using part (i) of Lemma 3, we have

Z(|l + F|  -1)-Z(|1 + F|  -1)

^ Z (I i + f| -D-EmM + Z4f]-Z4f]
r r r mp

+ Zm[f]-Z(|i + f| -d

g 1ea(xp, yp) + e/n + 1ea(xp, yp)

g d>ta(up-i, Up) + e/n.

Combining the above estimates shows that

Z(|l + F|   -1)-Z(|l + ^I   -1)1   =5 (5 + 8a(o, b)) -e
< a

and the assertion of the theorem follows.

If V is in OA the function y[V] from SYS into R defined by

t[F](x, y)=iZ"(| 1 + F| —1) is clearly order-additive. The inequal-

ity |(|l + F(x, y)\ -1)| g| V(x, y)\ shows that y[V] is in OA and if

a is in OA+ such that | V\ ga, then \y[V]\ ga.

Let OAI denote the set of all V in OA such that for each x in 5,

1 + F(x, x+), 1 + F(x + , x), 1 + F(x-, x) and 1 + V(x, x-) have

multiplicative inverses in A. J. V. Herod [2] shows that £[F](a, b)

has a multiplicative inverse in R for each (a, b) in SYS if and only
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if V is in OAI. Furthermore, there is a bijection G from OAI into OAI

so that each of the following holds.

(1) G(V)(a, b) = -b Ea(l + V)~lV for each (a, b) in 5X5,
(2) G(V)(a, b)=-V(b, a) for each (a, b) in SXS if and only if

„ E*| V2\ = 0 for each (a, b) in SXS, and
(3) &[G(V)](a,b)-&[V](b,a) = lioreach (a, b) in SXS.

Lemma 4. If V is in OA, (a, b) is in 5X5 and eis a positive number,

there is a subdivision u of (a, b) such that whenever t is a refinement of u,

E«|7[F]-(|l + F|-l)|ge.

Theorem 2. Suppose that Vis in OA and a is in OA+ so that | F| ga.

Then for each (a, b) in SXS

(i)  \&[V](a,b)\ ^&[y[V]](a,b)^&+[a](a,b).

If, in addition, V is in OAI and fS is in OA+ so that |t[G(F)]| g/3,
t/l€7Z

(ii) &[V](a, b)\^{&[y[G(V)]](b, a)}-^{&+[B](b, a)}~K

Remarks. Compare with Coppel [l, p. 58]. Also, it can be shown

that, with the supposition of Theorem 2, |y [G(F)]| gG(a).

Indication of proof. If e is a positive number there is a subdivi-

sion / of (a, b) such that

(1) \&[V](a, 6)|^|ILU + V)|+«,
(2) £[7[F]](a, &)gILd+Y[F])+e,

and

(3) E«|7[F]-(|l + F|-l)|g6.
Hence,

I S[F](c, b)\   g f[ (1 + y[V](lp-x, lP) + sp)+e
i

where sp=\ 1 + V(tp_x, tP)\ — l—y[V](tp-x, tv). Since

LI (1 + y[V](tP-i, tp) + sp) - f[ (1 + y[V](tp^x, Q)
i i

= e[ n (i+y[v](tQ-i, o] •^Tn (i+t[f](u q + sP)\
i L   i J        L p+i J

and E?l 5pI =£> ̂  follows that

| &[V](a, b) |   g S[7[F]](«, b) + t-(2 + exp(2a(a, 6) + e)).

Part (i) now follows. If Fis in OAI, &[G(V)](b, a) -&[V](a,b) = l and

it follows that |s[F](a,6)| ^\&[G(V)](b, a) |~l. The assertion of the

theorem follows by applying part (i) to G(V).
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Example. Let a be in 5, / be a continuous function from 5 into R

and let F(z)=f"f(x)dx for each z in 5. Part (iii) of Lemma 1 shows

that (| l+/z/| —l)/h tends to p[f] uniformly on bounded subinter-

vals of 5. If (a, b) is in SYS and t is a subdivision of (a, b), then esti-

mates of the type

y[dF](a, b) ~ Z(   1 +  f '   f(x)dx\ - l)

-      | 1 + (tp-l - tp)f(tp_x) I   - 1
~ 2u -7-77-Up-i - <p)

l (fj.-i — tp)

show that

7[dP](a, 6) = -  f  ^[-/(x)]ix        if a g 6,

and

y[dF](a, b) =   f  ju[/"(*)]dx if a ^ 6.
«/&

Hence, if P is in A and £7 is in OB such that U(z) =&[dF](z, a) P

for each z in 5, part (i) of Theorem 2 shows that

| U(z)\   g \P\ exp( f p\f(x)]dx\ iiz^a,

g | P\ expf -  f /i [-/(*)]<*.* J       if z g a.

Since dp is in OAI  and ^Z"!^! =0 for each  (x, y)  in SYS,
G(V)(x, y) = —dF(y, x) and part (ii) of Theorem 2 shows that

| £7(z) |   ^ \P\ expf - f  p[-f(x)]dx\       if z ̂  a,

^ | P| expfj    M[/(x)]<fxj if zg a.

Consequently, Theorem 2 contains Theorem 3 of [l, p. 58].
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